We call "natural" image any photograph of an outdoor or indoor scene taken by a standard camera. We discuss the physical generation process of natural images as a combination of occlusions, transparencies and contrast changes. This description ts to the phenomenological description of Gaetano Kanizsa according to which visual perception tends to remain stable with respect to these basic operations. We de ne a contrast invariant presentation of the digital image, the topographic map, where the subjacent occlusion-transparency structure is put into evidence by the interplay of level lines. We prove that each topographic map represents a class of images invariant with respect to local contrast changes. Several visualization strategies of the topographic map are proposed and implemented and mathematical arguments are developed to establish stability properties of the topographic map under digitization.
Introduction
What are the basic, computable elements from which the analysis of any natural image could start ? The edges, that is, the discontinuity lines in an image have been and still are frequently considered as the basic objects in images, the "atoms" on which most Computer Vision algorithms can be built 43] . There is no single de nition for them, however. Many techniques from functional analysis have been proposed. A review of the variational approaches can be found in 48] , where it is argued that, knowingly or not, all edge detection methods are variational. To make short a long story, let us recall can be fully reconstructed. Our argumentation is as follows. First, we describe the main physical accidents of the generation process of natural, "real world" images. Then we deduce from invariance requirements with respect to the accidents what information is left: the level lines. In two words, the main reason why level lines appear central is that they contain all of the image information invariant with respect to local constrast changes. The main operations in the generation process are occlusion and transparency: they generate junctions of level lines and leave as only invariants the pieces of level lines joining them. As a result, we propose a computational model for singularities of Kanizsa 35] , 36] theories: T-junctions. Further technological applications have been developped since the rst version of this paper and will be discussed at the end of this paper. At the computational level, the algorithm computing the topographic map of digital images is extremely simple, since it is based on the computation of level lines as the topological boundaries of level sets (which are computed by a simple thresholding !).
As a rst algorithm analysing the topographic map, we propose a digital junction detector which works without previous smoothing of the image. Among works which have considered algorithms for the detection of T-junctions in images, we would like to mention 2], which proposes a rather successful mix of edge detection techniques and mathematical morphology. Other attempts to obtain T-junctions from a previous edge detection step are proposed in 19] , 40] and 50]. These methods are all based on a Gaussian-like convolution followed by an analysis of edges and are not invariant with respect to contrast changes. Now, as explained in 19] , 5], the T-junctions detection methods using a previous smoothing of the image tend to alter the junctions and let the edges vanish precisely where they are needed: in a neighborhood of the junction. So such methods necessitate, after the edge detection, a subsequent following up of the edges to restore the junctions. In the same way as we do, Romeny et al. 27 ] consider geometric properties of isophotes and in particular their invariance under nonlinear intensity transformation. They propose to use the gradient of isophotes curvature as a good candidate for a T-junction detector. This method requires a previous smoothing of the image by heat equation and the computation of third order derivatives. Brunnstr om 8] considered how junction detection and classi cation can be performed in an active visual system. D. Beymer 7] analysed junctions de ned as the intersection points of three or more regions in an image, which is basically what we also propose but without the need of a previous gradient computation. Deriche and Blaszka 18] proposed e cient models associated to edges, corners and junctions to extract and characterize these features directly from the image. In contrast, we do not push the characterization or classi cation of T-junctions or others, but argue that they might be selected among the more general kind of junctions yielded without any preprocessing by the topographic map. In particular, we think that level lines and their junctions can be a better starting point than edges in the clever non local grouping algorithms developped by Heitger and von der Heydt 30] and and in the structural analyses performed by Malik 42] and . In 5] is presented a rigorous theory for detecting corners. Now, the proposition made therein, that junctions can be detected as the coincidence of several corners, does not take advantage of the topological di erence between corners and junctions. Junctions, as meeting points of level lines, are in fact easier to detect than corners.
Our plan is as follows. In Section 2 we shall sketch the process of image formation and show how this process leads to invariance requirements for the image operators. We shall be particularly interested in the singularities which are inherent to the image formation process (T-junctions). In Section 3, we deduce which are the largest invariant objects in an image, containing the basic information and being a full representation of it. They constitute the basic structure of the image: the topographic map. In Section 4, we formally de ne the topographic map and prove it to be the invariant structure of an image under local contrast changes and we display some examples. In Section 5 we analyze the stability properties of the topographic map under digitization. Section 6 is devoted to the e ective computation of level lines and junctions of the image and to rst experiments. We then discuss di erent visualisation strategies for the topographic map. We nish with a discussion in Section 7.
2 How Natural Images Are Generated : Occlusion and Transparency as Basic Operations
We shall, following the psychologist and gestaltist Gaetano Kanizsa, de ne two basic operations for image generation : occlusion and transparency. In the same way as in acoustics, where the basic operation, the superposition of transient waves, is interpreted as an addition of functions in a Hilbert space, we shall interpret occlusion and transparency as basic operations on images considered as functions u(x) de ned on the plane.
The description of image generation which follows is intentionally sketchy, since our aim is to arrive at invariance requirements from the most straightforward accidents of image generation. Our description of image generation will at rst neglect the digitization e ects (that is, convolution and sampling). Later, in Sect. 5, we shall see how, assuming a simpli ed model for image formation with a di raction limited optical system, the grey level quantization involved in the digitization process comes to our help to maintain the basic geometric structure of the scene which is distorted by the convolution imposed by the nite aperture of the optical system.
Occlusion
As common knowledge indicates, we only see parts of the objects in front of us because they occlude each other. Let us formalize the basic operation of adding a new object in front of the scene. Given an objectÃ in front of the camera, we call A the region of the image plane onto which it is projected by the camera. We call u A the grey level image ofÃ thus generated, which is de ned in the plane region A. Assuming now that the objectÃ is added in a real sceneR of the world whose image was v, we observe a new image which depends upon which part ofÃ is in front of objects ofR, and which part in back. Assuming thatÃ occludes objects ofR and is occluded by no object ofR, we get a new image uR Ã de ned by uR Ã = u A in A uR Ã = v in IR 2 n A :
Of course, we do not take into account in this basic model the fact that objects inR may intercept light falling onÃ, and conversely. In other words, we have omitted the shadowing e ects, which will now be considered.
Transparency (or Shadowing)
Let us assume rst that one of the light sources is a point in euclidean space, and that an objectÃ is interposed between a sceneR whose image is v and this light source. We callS the shadow spot ofÃ and S the region it occupies in the image plane. The resulting image u is de ned by uR ;S;g = v in IR 2 n S uR ;S;g = g(v) in S : (2) Here, g denotes a contrast change function due to the shadowing, which is assumed to be uniform iñ S. Clearly, we must have g(s) s, because the brightness decreases inside a shadow, but we do not know in general how g looks. The only assumption for introducing g is that points with equal grey level s before shadowing get a new, but the same, grey level g(s) after shadowing. Of course, this model is not true on the boundary of the shadow, which can be blurry because of di raction e ects or because the light source is not really reducible to a point. Another problem is that g in fact depends upon the kind of physical surface which is shadowed so that it may well be di erent on each one of the shadowed objects. This is no real restriction, since this only means that the shadow spot S must be divided into as many regions as shadowed objects in the scene ; we only need to iterate the application of the preceding model accordingly. A variant of the shadowing e ect which has been discussed in perception psychology by Gaetano Kanizsa 35 ] is, following Fuchs 22] , transparency. In the transparency phenomenon, a transparent homogeneous objectS (in glass for instance) is interposed between part of the scene and the observer. SinceS intercepts part of the light sent by the scene, we still get a relation like (2) , so that transparency and shadowing are equivalent from the image processing viewpoint. If transparency (or shadowing) occurs uniformly on the whole scene, the relations (2) reduce to u g = g(v); (3) which means that the grey-level scale of the image is altered by a nondecreasing contrast change function g.
Requirements for Image Analysis Operators
Of course, when we look at an image, we do not know a priori what are the physical objects which have left a visual trace in it. We know, however, that the operations having led to the actual image may include formulas (1, 2) . Thus, any processing of the image should avoid to destroy the image structure resulting from (1, 2) . The identity and shape of objects must be recovered from the image by means which should be stable with respect to those operations. Thus, our physical simple model for image generation already imposes that image analysis operations should be invariant with respect to any contrast change, a requirement proposed by Matheron 47] . We shall say that an operation T on an image u is contrast invariant if T(g(u)) = T(u) (4) for any nondecreasing contrast change g (classical examples of contrast invariant operators are erosion, dilation, opening and closing).
To further support the previous conclusion, we remark that most light sensors have a nonlinear behavior and, even worse, have a nite range. Whenever light is too strong (or too weak), saturation of the sensors occurs (see Figure 1) . The contrast changes are not only caused by the sensors but also due to the changes of the light intensity and the same objects. In other words, not only there exists a global contrast change when illumination intensity changes but also a contrast change conditioned by the objects in the scene. This is one of the informations provided by formulas (1, 2) . We shall formalize this notion as local contrast change invariance in Section 4, Def. 5.
By the contrast invariance requirement in computer vision, we by no means suggest that human vision is insensitive to contrast : It is plain that we do not see the same objects when we change the contrast of an image (see e.g. 31]). In fact, the contrast invariance requirement is nothing but a theory of information requirement in the computational use of digital images : we assert that even though some level lines can be below our range of sensitivity, they contain useful geometric information. Such information is typically recovered by a viewer by adjusting the contrast of the image he is looking at. In contrast, the fact that an "edge" have a strength of say 10 or 30 does not change at all its geometric contents. Wertheimer 59] stated this remark, the irrelevance of grey level, as a basic principle of Gestalt theory.
In the same way, rotation invariance is generally assumed in Computer Vision tasks, in contrast to our well known preference for vertical and horizontal lines and to the fact that our interpretation of objects is in uenced by our recognition and is certainly not rotationally invariant.
The evidence of contrast invariance in some tasks of human shape recognition is only indirect, but strong. Indeed, Julesz texton theory proposes extrema of curvature (corners, terminators in his terminology) as well as their orientation as clues to texture detection. In the same way, Attneave's theory of human shape recognition also relies on extrema of curvature and in exion points. Now, it is noticeable that both orientation and curvature are invariant with respect to global and even local contrast changes in the sense we have de ned in this paper. Indeed, the orientation is given by a vector tangent to the isophote and is not altered by a contrast change. In the same way, curvature is computed as the curvature of the level lines and does not depend on local contrast. 3 The basic structure for image analysis
We call basic objects a class of mathematical objects, simpler to handle than the whole image, but into which any image can be decomposed and from which it can be reconstructed. Two classical examples of image decompositions are Additive decompositions into simple waves: Basic objects of Fourier analysis are cosine and sine functions, basic objects of Wavelet analysis are wavelets or wavelet packets, basic objects of Gabor analysis are gaussian modulated sines and cosines. In all of these cases the decomposition is an additive one and we have argued against it as not adapted to the structure of images, except for restoration processes. Indeed, operations leading to the construction of real world images are strongly nonlinear and the simplest of them, the constrast change, does not preserve additive decompositions.
If u = u 1 +u 2 , then it is not true that g(u) = g(u 1 )+g(u 2 ) if the constrast change g is nonlinear. This objection does not apply to image compression, because in compression tasks, the ne scale structure of the image dominates and this structure is linear: By Shannon sampling theory, the image must be the result of a ne convolution, so that, at ne scale, the image indeed is a sum of waves.
Next, we have the representation of the image by a segmentation, that is, a decomposition of the image into homogeneous regions separated by boundaries, or "edges". The notion of edge as a discontinuity of the image u(x) is not against the contrast invariant axiom. Indeed, if g is any continuous and increasing contrast change and u has a discontinuity at x 0 , then g(u) is also discontinuous at x 0 , and conversely. The notion of discontinuity does not impose a minimum strength on the jump but, in practice, one cannot compute them without xing the strength of constrast on the edges, tipically a uniform value for the whole image. This criterion is not invariant with respect to contrast changes.
Indeed rg(u) = g 0 (u)ru and g 0 (u) is close to zero when the image is close to obscurity or saturation. Moreover, classical edge detection basically consists of a convolution of u with a kernel k, followed by a di erential edge detector. Now, clearly, if g is nonlinear, k (g(u)) 6 = g(k u).
Mathematical morphology o ers an alternative: to decompose an image u into its binary shadows (or level sets), that is, we set X u = fx 2 IR 2 : u(x) g. The sets X u, or simply X , are called level sets of u. An image can be reconstructed from its level sets by the formula u(x) = supf ; u(x) g = supf ; x 2 X ug :
The decomposition is therefore nonlinear, and reduces the image to a family of plane sets fX g. Obviously, if we transform an image u into g(u(x)), where g is an increasing continuous function (understood as a contrast change), then it is easily seen that the set of level sets of g(u(x)) is equal to the set of level sets of u. A stronger invariance is even possible if we note that by formulas (1, 2) the contrast change can a ect only the connected parts of the level sets of u. This contrast invariance will be precisely de ned in the next section. Let us begin by de ning the topographic map of an image. has no sel ntersection, except possibly at its endpoints (Examples: a circle, a segment, a parabola). This restricts our functional model for continuous images but does not represent any restriction for discrete or digital images. Indeed, in the discrete framework (or in any continuous interpolation framework for images), we can associate with each level set a unique nite set of oriented Jordan curves which de ne its boundary and, conversely, the level set is uniquely de ned from those Jordan curves. We shall call them level curves of the image. In the following, we assume that these level curves exist, be it because the image is discrete or, e. g., in an adequate function space.
De nition 4 If u belongs to a function space, such that each connected component of a level set is bounded by a countable or nite number of oriented Jordan curves, we call topographic map the family of these Jordan curves.
Remark. When in the following we display the topographic map, we only display the Jordan curves, without specifying their level or orientation. Now, in order to ensure reconstruction of u, we of course need this information. Two objections. Before starting with the mathematical model, let us discuss two serious objections which were raised by auditors and readers of a preliminary version of the present paper. The rst is concerned by \shape from shading" models. Human performance in recovering shape from shading has been demonstrated in phenomenological rigorous experiences. Now, if the image is known up to a contrast change, then there is no way of recovering the 3D shapes from a single view by the \shape from shading equation". Contrast invariance is nontheless a sound assumption when we look at a photograph of, say, a statue. In that case, we ignore lighting and photographying conditions. Thus, the reconstruction of the 3D shape from a photograph is in theory impossible without some further information. Archeologists know this well, since they are not contented with photographs of objects found, but ask for a good conventional drawing. Lab. phenomenological experiments are a di erent story, since the subject is placed in known lighting conditions, so that the contrast invariance assumption is not valid anymore.
Another objection of a di erent kind is whether level lines can exist for textured image and yield a useful information. The answer is de nitely yes. No matter how complicated the patterns of the level lines may look, they re ect the structure of the texture. We have commented right above that level lines of a digital image can always be computed (see e.g. Figure 3 .5 for a detail of a textured image.) Texture classi cation by the study of \granularity" is nothing but the exploration of the structure of small level sets, the boundary of which are small level lines ( 57] ).
Invariance properties of the upper topographic map
We now prove that the topographic map is a contrast invariant description of an image. We work in the continuous framework but all we shall say is obviously true for digital images. Roughly speaking, we call local contrast change of an image u a function h(x; ) such that the new image v(x) = h(x; u(x)) has globally the same connected connected components of level sets as u. In the following, we always consider functions h(x; ) which are nondecreasing with respect to . We set h l (x; ) = sup This last de nition may look technical, but will be totally justi ed by Theorem 2 below, which asserts that if two functions have the same set of connected components of level sets, then, they are equal up to a local contrast change.
De nition 6 ( 13] ) Let u : ! IR be a measurable function. We shall say that a measurable function v : ! IR is a local representative of u if there exists a local contrast change h(x; ) such that v(x) = h(x; u(x)), x 2 .
The next proposition states the fact, together with some other information, that local contrast changes preserve the upper topographic map and, therefore, also the topographic map.
Proposition 1 Let u : ! IR be a measurable function and let v(x) = h(x; u(x)), x 2 , be a local representative of u. Let fX : 2 IRg, resp. fY : 2 IRg, be the families of upper level sets of u, resp. of v. In the next Section, we shall study the stability of the topographic map during the process of image formation. It is a basic and stable tool which permits to manipulate the image ( 45] ). In 14], a recovery by interpolation of level lines lost in the quantization porcess is investigated. An intuitive interpretation of the topographic map is contained in the following glossary:
Connected components of level sets = Boolean union of physical objects. Level lines = Concatenations of pieces of boundaries of physical objects. Aligned junctions = Occlusion boundary. Image 1.2 displays the topographic map associated to Image 1.1. We immediately see that it is a complicated object as far as visualization is concerned. In fact, this experiment shows that even an apparently simple image contains highly structured and abundant information. This information cannot be considered as "noise". In Image 1.3 we show a partial view of the same topographic map by displaying only the level lines multiples of 10. Image 1.4 is an original image and Image 1.5 is its topographic map in the same way.
Stability of the Topographic Map
Given an image u, i.e., a bounded measurable function which we shall assume to be de ned in IR 2 , the digitization process transforms it into a discrete version U de ned on a lattice, say ZZ We shall describe the digitization process u ! U as the combination of the following operations: 1. Convolution with a lter G representing the point spread function of the optical apparatus used to acquire the image. We shall assume either that G is rotation invariant or that it has a square symmetry. Its size will be given in terms of the parameter r 1 described below.
2. Scanning modelled by a convolution (i.e., a moving average centered on the pixel) with a square pattern of the intensity over a region Q (the size of the pixel). This de nes an operator A Q (u) = Q u. Sampling will be modelled as the application of a Dirac comb S. 
where J 1 (r) is the rst order Bessel function of the rst kind, r is the radial distance in the image plane and r 0 = z a ; (8) z being the distance from the lens to the image plane. In view of the previous discussion, we shall assume that the optical system is described by a convolution operator with a positive kernel G. Moreover, we shall assume that G is either rotationally invariant or has a separable representation like the one in (9) . Let us nally discuss the size of the kernel and its relation with resolution of the imaging system ( 16], Ch. 15, 29], Ch. 10).
By resolution we mean the ability of the imaging system to reproduce the contrast of objects of various size. By contrast we mean the di erences in intensity within an object or between the object and the surrounding background. According to the Rayleigh criterion of resolution, two point sources can be resolved if they are separated, in the focal plane, by the distance = r 1 where r 1 is the rst zero of H, i.e., of the rst order Bessel function, i.e., r 1 = 1:22r 0 , r 0 = z=a where z is the distance from the lens to the image plane and a is the diameter of the circular aperture. r 0 is called the radius of the Airy disk. A common way to specify the resolution of an imaging system is by the Rayleigh criterion. Notice that the diameter of the PSF is given, to a good approximation, by the Rayleigh distance ( 16] assuming narrow-band incoherent light with center wavelenght . Let F = 1=T be the highest spatial frequency of interest that is present in the image. Thus T is the period of the smallest detail of interest. As a rule of thumb, the diameter W of the scanning spot (the imaging system PSF) should be no larger that T=2, i.e., W T=2
Thus the scanning spot would t within one half-cycle of the highest frequency sine wave.
But independently of the frequencies present in the object, the imaging system constraints the maximum frequency to be no higher than the cuto frequency f c of the optical transfer function of the primary imaging lens. According to Nyquist criterion, we set the folding frequency, which is half of the sampling frequency, equal to f c . Thus, the Nyquist criterion gives us 2f c as sampling frequency.
This places the pixel spacing at 1 2f c
= f] 2 = r 0 2 = 0:5r 0 The Rayleigh criterion would give as sample spacing one-half of the Rayleigh distance. Then pixels will fall alternately upon and between (just resolvable) point sources separated by that distance in the image. In this case, point sources can be resolved in the digital image. The nest possible pixel spacing is thus ( 16] 
According to the Rayleigh criterion, the folding frequency is at 82 percent of the OTF cuto frequency f c . Aliasing is possible but it is unlikely to be signi cant in practice ( 16] , Ch. 15).
Digitization of Level Sets
Let us see the e ect of the operators involved in the generation of physical images on the level sets of u. Taking realistic assumptions on the optical digital system, we shall give estimates in terms of 
The value of k may help to maintain separated two level sets so that the quantization step does not destroy them.
Proof. The rst inclusion in (23) Practical consequences. If a level set X is associated with a jump of su cient size, then after convolution with a kernel of size , a level set of G(u) will be located at a Hausdor distance of X.
To get a clearer idea let us illustrate it with a numerical example. We recall that the pixel spacing is 0:5r 0 = (25) i.e., the level set is displaced at most one pixel by the scanning process.
Proof. Let Conclusion. We see from the former Lemma that if an imaging system only consists of a scanning process followed by sampling, then displacement of level lines will be of at most two pixels on both sides of physical 'edges'. Corollary 1 predicts a larger displacement (up to 8 pixels in the worst case) for optimal imaging systems like astronomic observation devices. Now, returning to images generated by CCD cameras of the today's technology or scanners, it is easy to check that the ratio between optimal pixel spacing (from the optical viewpoint) and actual pixel spacing is more than 10 (this is even the case for earth observation satellites, like SPOT). Thus it is expected that each 'edge' in the image generates about four or ve level lines at a one pixel distance from each other. In other words, the pixel displacement predicted by Corollary 1, though existing, is negligible as a displacement factor for all purposes digital imaging systems. This is easily checked in ALL topographic maps displayed here. In fact, a wider width of 'edges' in terms of number of level lines is only observed where the image is defocussed. The defocussing can be evaluated by Lemma 3 again, since the defocus kernel is compactly supported, in general some disk or square.
Digitization of Junctions
We must be able to de ne the notion of analog and discrete Junction so that the digitization process applied to an 'analog Junction' creates a 'discrete Junction'. We shall assume that both the convolution kernel and the scanning kernel have size , i.e., we assume that Q B(x; ).
De nition 7 Let ; ; R > 0. Let Remark. The conditions de ning analog and discrete Junctions require some comments. In the de nition of analog Junction we assume that 'three objects' arrive at a point p so that the point is a multiple singularity. Moreover, in a neighborhood of the junction, the objects have some interior. This is required if we want to nd a trace of the set near the point p after digitization (convolution with a kernel of size or 'aperture' ). Our assumptions are related to the notion of regular model which in the context of mathematical morphology guarantees that the discrete version of a connected set belonging to the regular model will remain a digital connected set ( 57] Remark. In the same line of argument as the conclusions we derived for level sets, if the scanning dominates the image formation process, we can expect a displacement of about two pixels on the location of the digital junction with respect to the position of the analogous one.
Phenomenological interpretation of the topographic map
Since the image formation, either continuous or digital, may include an unknown and non recoverable local contrast change, we have reduced the image to its parts invariant with respect to contrast changes, the connected components of the level sets of the image. (This invariance requirement was rst observed by Wertheimer ( 59] ) who argued that the grey levels in an image are not physically observable.) For digital images (or for continuous ones, if we assume an adequate functional model) the level sets may be described by their boundaries which we called level curves. Thus, for computational purposes, the topographic map of an image may be described by the family of its level curves. Let us discuss on an example how the level lines structure reveals the object occlusion structure. Figure 2 is an elementary example of image generated by occlusion. A grey disk is partly occluded by a darker square (a). In (b) we display a perspective view of the image graph. In (c) and (d) we see two of the four distinct level sets of the image, the other ones being the empty set and the whole plane. It is easily seen that none of the level sets (c) and (d) corresponds to physical objects in the image. Indeed, one of them results from their union and the other one from their set di erence. The same thing is true for the level lines (e) and (f) : they appear as the result of some "cut and paste" process applied to the level lines of the original objects. Following Kanizsa, we de ne signi cant parts of images as the result of a segmentation of level lines by T-junctions. The level lines (e) and (f) represent two level lines at two di erent levels and in (g) we have superposed them in order to put in evidence how they are organized with respect to each other and the resulting T-junctions. We have displayed one of them as a thin line, the other one as a bold line and the common part in grey.
Remark. We shall not go into the classi cation of Junctions (as T; Y; X; ; :::-junctions). For a more detailed discussion we refer to ( 11] ).
Let us summarize the main invariance argument. Since the image formation may include an unknown and non recoverable contrast change: We can reduce the image to its parts invariant with respect to contrast changes, that is, the level lines.
Invariance Argument
Since, every time we observe two level lines (or more) joining at a point, this can be the result of an occlusion or of a shadowing, we must break the level lines at this point : indeed, the branches of level lines arriving at a junction are likely to be parts of di erent visual objects (real objects or shadows). As a consequence, every junction is a possible cue to occlusion or shadowing.
This Invariance Argument needs absolutely no assumption about the physical objects, but only on the " nal" part of image generation by contrast changes, occlusions and shadowing. The conclusion 6 Computation and visualization of the topographic map
Computation of level lines and junctions
In this section, we discuss how level lines and junctions can be computed in digital images and we present experimental results.
In a digital image, the level sets are computed by simple thresholding. A level set fu(x) g can be immediately displayed in white on black background. In the today's technology, = 0; 1; :::; 255, so that we can associate with an image 255 level sets. The Jordan curves limiting the level sets are easily computed by a straightforward contour following algorithm, which yields chains of vertical and horizontal segments limiting the pixels. In the numerical experiments, these chains are represented as chains of pixels by simply inserting "boundary pixels" between the actual image pixels.
According to De nition 8, in the discrete framework, we de ne "junctions" in general as every point of the image plane where two level lines (with di erent levels) meet (in a neighborhood of the point). In the experiments below, we take into account junctions if and only if the area of the occulting object, the apparent area of the occulted object and the area of background are large enough.
Discrete Junction Detection Algorithm
Fix an area threshold n (in practice, n = 40 pixels seems su cient to eliminate junctions due to sampling e ects) and a grey level threshold b (in practice : b = 2 is su cient to avoid grey level quantization e ects). These values are more optimistic than the ones computed in a`worst case' in Section 5.2.
At every point x where two level lines meet : de ne 0 < 0 the minimum and maximum value of u in the neighboring pixels of x.
We denote by L the connected component of x in the set fy; u(y) g and by M the connected component of x in the set fy; u(y) g. Find the smallest 0 such that the area of L is larger than n. Call this value 1 . Find the largest ; 1 0 , such that the area of M is larger than n. We call this value 1 . If 1 ? 1 2b, and if the set fy; 1 ? b u(y) 1 + bg has a connected component containing x with area larger than n, then retain x as a valid junction. In Experiment 2, we display the computation of junctions on di erent images.
We thank the anonymous second referee for the following remark : "The discrete junction algorithm only appears to work when there is a variation in background contrast ; this induces a "T" junction between the level lines of the background and the level lines bounding the foreground object ; when there is no background variation, there is no junction (according to our de nition) and nothing is signaled by our algorithm." This observation is quite true. In fact, the boundary of the foreground object will have T-junctions in the inside if it is well-contrasted itself and T-junctions on the outside if the background has some contrast. Thus, and although we have seen no instance of it in experiments, an occluding boundary without T-junctions is possible if both foreground and background are strictly constant in grey level.
Visualisation of the topographic map
In this section, we discuss several strategies for visual inspection of the topographic map of a digital image. Clearly, we can see on a screen all level lines of a digital image by simply zooming the image by a factor 2. This method, however, yields in a good quality image a dense set of lines, so that the structure of the topographic map is too rich to be apparent. Thus, we propose to de ne strategies for partial, but structured presentation of the topographic map. In contrast with edge maps, to a simpli ed topographic map is associated a simpli ed image, so that we can check by visual inspection whether the simpli cation is not excessive. The main objective of simplifying the topographic map for visual inspection is to single out basic objects, that is, level lines and junctions.
Removal of small connected components
As a rst tool, related to denoising, permitting a good visualization of the topographic map, one can apply the Vincent-Serra algorithm 58]. This contrast invariant algorithm removes all connected extremal regions of the image whose area is less than a xed number of pixels. This can also be formalized in the Matheron theory as an opening with all connected sets with area less than a threshold, followed by a closing with the same set of structuring elements (see 45] 46]). As a consequence of this operation, it can be checked in experiments that the topographic map becomes readable, a tipical area threshold being between 10 and 30 according to the image size. 
Quantization
Another way to make the topographic map readable is to take advantage of the redundancy of the topographic map, particularly on edges, where level lines accumulate. Presenting all level lines with levels multiples of a xed amount, say 10, will preserve all edges whose contrast is larger than 10. It must be emphasized, however, that we do not pretend that the removed information in the above processes is irrelevant. We simply take advantage of the possibility o ered by the topographic representation of a partial, coherent view of the image structure.
Conclusions
We have shown that a basic structure of an image u invariant to local contrast changes, is given by its topographic map. Its 'atoms' are the junctions and the pieces of level lines joining them.
The topographic map has several structural properties, not true for other image descriptions: 1. It contains all the image information, with an obvious reconstruction algorithm, provided we keep the level and orientation of each level line. 2. It needs no scale space, that is, no additional scale parameter. By this, we mean that level lines are, like edges attend to be, global structures and require no parameter for their computations. If we intend to simplify the image, in the scale space sense, that is the removal of small details, this can be performed, as indicated in Section 6, by removing small level lines, in which case a scale parameter is introduced. The need for a more classical scale space can arise when we wish to smooth each level line as well. This is possible by using curve scale spaces ( 37] 3. In contrast with "edges", level lines need no connectedness algorithm to be computed : they are immediately connected curves. The question must be raised, of how the topographic map can help to get back to the physical structure of underlying objects. As far as shape recognition is concerned, it must be emphasised that pieces of level lines between junctions perform an easy to compute grouping which can be used for shape recognition, in the same way as edges are. 4. Its structure is preserved under standard digitization processes.
Discussion
The mathematical discussion of the stability of level lines and junctions performed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 by no means pretends to lead to a detection theory. It only proves that under certain conditions of contrast and size of the regions in the analogous image, the level lines and junctions will be preserved in the digitization process. Now, we do not exclude the creation of spurious level lines and junctions due to the digitization process.
As noticed by the second, anonymous reviewer, the de nition of junction corresponds to the conjunction of multiple conditions, some of which are introduced to guarantee the existence of intensity relationships (the 's and 's) that persist over a neighborhood given some erosion. This is analogous, in a sense, to the more recent attempts to de ne nonlinear edge detectors (see e.g. 32]).
Between the rst submission of this paper and the nal revision, three years have transcurred, and this has the main advantage of having given time to several technological developments. It had to be demonstrated that the local contrast invariant structure given by the topographic map can be used in applications. The rst obvious idea has been to use it for the comparison of images taken at di erent times and under di erent illumination or weather conditions. This is performed in 6] on satellite images. The idea is to compare all connected components of level sets in both images and, more generally, all "sections", that is, connected components of bilevel sets u ], ; 2 IR. Thanks to this algorithm, images of the same scene with very di erent radiometry can be compared and it has been experimentally shown that they have many parts of their topographic maps in common. In addition, the complete description given by a topographic map permitting reconstruction, the comparison algorithm also yields an intersection image, that is, an image having roughly for topographic map the intersection of topographic maps of both compared images. A further extension of this idea is performed in P. Monasse, who uses Jordan curves of the topographic map of two views in order to perform registration. P. Monasse and F. Guichard have proposed a Fast Level Set Transform in 49], which de nes the topographic map as a tree of Jordan curves. All operations mentionned above (intersection, registration, Vincent-Serra lters, etc.) can be performed in "real time" thanks to the FLST. Simon Masnou uses the topographic map in order to perform disocclusion, that is, a reconnection of level lines arriving to junctions bounding a spot in the image 45]. In a forthcoming paper, Jacques Froment uses explicitly the level-lines-junctions as described in this paper to propose a structured compression algorithm which selects the most signi cant part of the topographic map and also uses the possibility o ered of reconstructing an image from a part of a topographic map. Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that cc(X ; x) 6 = ;. Let y 2 cc(X ; x). Then, using H4), v(y) = h(y; u(y)) h(y; ) = h(x; ) . Therefore, cc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). ii) Let h(x; ) < . If y 2 cc(Y ; x) and u(y) < , then, using H6), we have v(y) = h(y; u(y)) h l (y; ) = h l (x; ) h(x; ) < . This contradiction proves that cc(Y ; x) X . Hence cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; x). Now, h r (x; ) h(x; 0 ), for all 0 . Using Lemma 6, we conclude thatĉc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). iii) By ii), we know thatĉc(X ; x) cc(Y h(x; ) ; x). Either we have equality or strict inclusion. In the second case, using H8), we conclude that cc(Y h(x; ) ; x) cc(Y hr(x; ) ; x). Since the opposite inclusion always holds, we have equality.
Proof of Proposition 1. i) If x 2 X , 2 IR, then u(x) and v(x) = h(x; u(x)) h(x; ). Hence, v(x) supfh(x; ) : x 2 X g. Now, since x 2 X u(x) for all x 2 , then supfh(x; ) : x 2 X g h(x; u(x)) = v(x). Both inequalities prove i). ii) is a direct consequence of Lemma 5. iii) Let y 2 cc(X ; x). Then u(y) , and, using H4), we have h(x; ) = h(y; ). Thus = h(x; ) = h(y; ) h(y; u(y)) = v(y). Then cc(X ; x) Y . Hence cc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). iv) Let 2 IR, x 2 Y . According to H5) and H6) there is 2 IR such that h l (x; ) h r (x; ), x 2 X , and satis es H6). We consider several cases. Case 1) h l (x; ) < h(x; ). By Lemma 6, cc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). Let y 2 cc(Y ; x) n cc(X ; x) such that u(y) < . Then, using H6), v(y) = h(y; u(y)) h l (y; ) = h l (x; ) < , a contradiction. Thus, in this case, cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x). Case 2) h l (x; ) = . Since h(x; ), by Lemma 6, we have cc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). Let a = inff 0 : h l (x; 0 ) = h l (x; )g. Suppose rst that a = . Then, for all 0 < , we have h l (x; 0 ) < h l (x; )g. Let y 2 cc(Y ; x) n cc(X ; x) such that u(y) < , and let u(y) < 0 < . Then, using H6), v(y) = h(y; u(y)) h l (y; 0 ) = h l (x; 0 ) < h l (x; ) = . This contradiction proves that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x). Suppose that a < and h l (x; a) = h l (x; ) = h(x; a). By Lemma 6, cc(X a ; x) cc(Y ; x). Let y 2 cc(Y ; x) n cc(X a ; x) such that u(y) < a, and let u(y) < 0 < a. Then h l (x; 0 ) < h l (x; a) = and v(y) = h(y; u(y)) h l (y; 0 ) = h l (x; 0 ) < . This contradiction proves that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X a ; x). Finally, we consider the case where a < and h l (x; a) < h l (x; ) = . Since = h(x; 0 ) for all 0 2 (a; ), then h r (x; a) = and we are in the situation h l (x; a) < = h r (x; a). If h(x; a) = h r (x; a) we are in case 1) and we conclude that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X a ; x). We are nally left with the situation h(x; a) < = h r (x; a) which we shall consider in the next case. Observe that a < and then, by H6), we have that h l (y; 0 ) = h l (x; 0 ) for all 0 a. Case 3) h(x; ) < h r (x; ). By Lemma 7, we have that either cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x) or cc(Y ; x) = cc(Y hr(x; ) ; x) for all 2 h(x; ); h r (x; )]. In this second case, using Lemmas 6 and 7, we have cc(X ; x) cc(Y h(x; ) ; x) = cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; x), i.e., cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x).
De nition 9 Let u : ! IR be a measurable function. We say that a level 2 IR is not critical if X is a countable union of connected components, modulo a null set. Otherwise, we say that 2 IR is a critical level. Step 1. We prove that v(x) = h(x; u(x)). Let 2 H(x; u(x)) and let u(x) be such that cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; x) 3 x. Hence, v(x) . Thus h(x; u(x)) = sup H(x; u(x)) v(x). Let = v(x). Then cc(Y ; x) 6 = ;. By assumption, there is 2 IR such that either cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x) or cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x). In both cases, we obtain cc(X ; x) 6 = ; and, therefore, u(x) . Hence 2 H(x; u(x)). As a consequence, we have v(x) = h(x; u(x)).
Step 2. h(x; :) is nondecreasing for all x 2 . This follows from the fact that H(x; 1 ) H(x; 2 ) for all 1 2 . Step 3. h(x; :) is upper semicontinuous at u(x) for almost all x 2 . By Step 2, lim n h(x; n ) h(x; ), if n % . Let n & u(x). Suppose that lim n h(x; n ) =`> h(x; u(x)). Let be such that h(x; n ) > > h(x; u(x)) for all n. Thus, for each n, there is 0 n n such that cc(Y ; x) cc(X 0 n ; x) 6 = ;. Hence u(x) 0 n and 2 H(x; u(x)). We obtain that h(x; u(x)), a contradiction with our choice of .
Step 4. We prove that h(:; ) is measurable, for almost all 2 IR. We recall that h(x; ) = supf 2 IR; cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; which is a measurable set as the CX i are.
Step 5. It is immediate to check that if y 2 cc(X ; x), then H(x; ) = H(y; ). Hence h(x; ) = h(y; ).
Step 6. Let 2 IR and x 2 Y . We prove that there is some 2 IR such that h l (x; ) h r (x; ):
Suppose that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x) for some 2 IR. In this case, 2 H(x; ), and, therefore, h(x; ) h r (x; ). Let a = inff 0 : cc(X 0 ; x) = cc(X ; x)g. Let 0 < a. If 2 H(x; 0 ), then there is 0 such that cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; x) cc(X 0 ; x). Since cc(X 0 ; x) cc(Y ; x) and we do not have equality, we have a contradiction. Hence 6 2 H(x; 0 ). We conclude that h(x; 0 ) for all 0 < a and, therefore, h l (x; a) . If a < , we have that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X 0 ; x); for all a < 0 .
Thus, 2 H(x; 0 ) for all a < 0 . It follows that h r (x; a). We have proved that if a < , then (32) holds with = a. We also note that, as a consequence of (33), we haveĉc(X a ; x) = cc(Y ; x). Suppose that a = and let 0 < . As in last paragraph, we prove that 6 2 H(x; 0 ). Hence h(x; 0 ) for all 0 < . We conclude that h l (x; ) . Since also h(x; ) h r (x; ), then (32) holds with = . Again, we note that cc(X ; x) = cc(Y ; x). Finally, if cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x) for some 2 IR, with a similar argument we prove that (32) holds with = .
Step 7. Let 2 IR and let 2 IR be the value obtained in last step satisfying (32) 
Indeed, it is immediate to see that in these circumstances we have H(x; 0 ) = H(y; 0 ) for all 0 < . This implies (34).
Step 8. Let y 2 cc(Y ; x), x 2 X , be such that h(x; ) < h r (x; ). Then we have v(y) h r (x; ).
First, let us prove that cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x) for all h(x; ) < < h r (x; ).
Let > . Since < h(x; ) there is some 0 such that cc(Y ; x) cc(X 0 ; x) 6 = ;. If 0 , then 2 H(x; ) and, therefore, h(x; ), a contradiction. Thus, < 0 . This implies that cc(X 0 ; x) cc(Y ; x) for all 0 > and, thus,ĉc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x). Let 2 IR be such that either cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x) or cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x). Suppose that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x). Observe that, if , then 2 H(x; ), and, therefore, h(x; ), a contradiction. Thus > . In that case, cc(X ; x) ĉc(X ; x) cc(Y ; x) cc(X ; x):
Thus cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x) cc(X ; x); the last inclusion being strict, since > h(x; ). The same conclusion holds when cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x). >From (35) it follows that, v(y) h r (x; ) for all y 2 cc(Y ; x).
Step 9. Suppose thatĉc(X ; x) cc(Y h(x; ) ; x), the inclusion being strict, h(x; ) < h r (x; ) and y 2 cc(Y h(x; ) ; x). Then 
Indeed, let 2 IR be such that either cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x) or cc(Y ; x) =ĉc(X ; x). Suppose that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x). Then cc(X ; x) ĉc(X ; x), the inclusion being strict. Hence and, therefore, cc(X ; x) cc(X ; x) = cc(Y ; x). We proceed in the same way in case that cc(Y ; x) = cc(X ; x). Now, from (36), it follows that 2 H(x; ) and, therefore, we obtain h(x; ), a contradiction.
We give some conditions which imply that the set of critical values is of measure zero. 
